
REVIEW: DJANGO UNCHAINED 

I'm Just Doing What You Told Me... I'm Getting Dirty 

Romance, Shootouts, and poorly designed clansmen masks are just 
some of the attributes audiences are encountering with Django 
Unchained, the latest film from popular director Quentin Tarantino 
(Pulp Fiction, Inglorious Bastards). The film is a perfect mash up of a 
Sergio Leone spaghetti western and just about every other Tarantino 
movie ever made. The film is everything you've come to expect from 
the Oscar nominated director; elegant dialogue that borderlines on 
soliloquy from the strangest of people, characters exaggerated to the 
point of ridiculousness, and a cinematic world you could only find in the never-ending multiplex that 
is Tarantino's mind. 

The film stars Jamie Foxx as Django (the D is silent.) a 
slave who is purchased by a bounty hunter named Dr, 
King Shultz in order to aid him bring a trio of men only 
Django can identify to justice. Shultz is played by 
Christoph Waltz who won an Oscar for his performance in 
Tarantino’s Inglorious Bastards in 2009. Waltz may be the 
greatest thing that has ever come into the famous 
director’s career; his presence on screen and ability to 
deliver every line of Tarantino’s overly wordy dialogue with 

such precise manor gives you little choice but give him your full attention. While in Bastards this 
helped him create the most perfect of villains it does the exact opposite for Django Unchained, Waltz 
is the best source of humanity in the film which centers on the degradation of a group of people.    

 The pair quickly develops an arrangement where Django will become Shultz’s protégé in bounty 
hunting in return for Shultz helping to rescue Django’s enslaved wife. This leads them to a plantation 
owned by Calvin Candie played by Leonardo Dicaprio who gives one of the boldest performances of 
his career. Dicaprio’s Candie, a plantation owner 
who runs a forced human fight club on the side,  is 
easily one of the most despicable characters I’ve 
met in film but manages like Waltz to command 
the screen once he’s on it. You can’t help but be 
enamored by the character’s over the top level of 
pompousness and southern charm all the while 



being terrified by his regard for his slaves. 
Candie’s right hand man is Stephen played by 
Tarantino staple Samuel L Jackson, an elderly 
black man who has completely turned on his own 
people; ironically he may deliver the film’s largest 
source of racism. Stephen and Candie’s pairing is 
the polar opposite of everything that Django and 
Shultz’s partnership is in the film, they are two 
men connected by a hatred of another people that has been burned into them their whole lives.  

Django and Shultz begin an undercover mission in which they pose as potential Mandingo fight 
operators who hope to buy slaves from Candie while hoping to rescue Broomhilda (Kerry 
Washington), Django’s wife. Like all great movie schemes, their plan quickly falls apart.  

While a thrilling tale, Django Unchained does run on the long side, it clocks in at 165 minutes. 
Tarantino seems to be getting more long winded with 
his story telling as he ages, Inglorious Bastards also 
ran almost to the 3 hour mark. He seems to take his 
time now advancing plot while delivering exposition, 
this bogged Bastards down but it seems to help in this 
case. By giving the characters of Django such detail 
and personalities that they practically leap off the 
screen. 

The film has also come under a lot of scrutiny due to its portrayal of racism and the use of a common 
racial slur. Tarantino is no stranger to the use of this word but given the content of the film and the 
sheer volume of its use its understandable how some audiences could be bothered. So while the film 
might not be for everyone I would encourage audiences to still see the film and judge for themselves 
whether the film has any real negative opinion on race.  

Django Unchained might be Tarantino’s most 
straight forward movie, Inglorious Bastards was 
marketed as war film starring Brad Pitt but that was 
only a small component of the film’s plot. Pulp 
fiction’s non-linear plot never mattered as much as 
the dialogue within each segment. Django 
Unchained calls upon the age old plot device of the 
hero’s journey and follows it to the T. Make no 



mistake this film may appear in the guise of a western but as King Shultz points out, the story really 
follows that of a medieval fairy tale. Tarantino once again returns to cinemas with his most original 
and thrilling tale yet, Django Unchained is the whole package full of humor, action, and suspense. 

GRADE: A 


